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I

All the various affections of our soul have
modes of their own in music and song by which
they are stirred up as by an indescribable
and secret sympathy.

- St. Augustine
Sermo

To my parents
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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this study is threefold:
1) to
compare the music of the Puritans in New England with that
of the Catholics in New France during the seventeenth
century, 2) to examine the separate European musical
characteristics and histories that shaped the music of the
Puritans and French Catholics, and, 3) to explore the use
of music in converting the Indians of the New World to
Christianity.
The Reformation begun by Martin Luther, the teachings
of John Calvin, and the Protestant movement in England,
all contributed to the Puritan philosophy concerning
sacred music.
The Puritans sang the Psalms, as translated
from the original Hebrew, almost exclusively.
The
Puritans* preference for singing the Psalms was a result
of their emphasis on the spoken Word.
In their attempts
to convert the Indians, the Puritan preachers included
psalm-singing in the services both as a teaching-tool and
for the enjoyment of the Indian congregations.
The conservative musical ideals of France established
by the sixteenth-century ecumenical Council of Trent and
maintained by the monarchy, set the standards for the
major French composers.
This conservatism was challenged
to some degree by the religious orders in France and New
France.
Both the Jesuits and Ursulines soon realized that
sacred music could be used to attract the attention of
Indian children and adults as well as introduce them to
elementary religious ideas.
The Puritans and French Catholics continued to abide
by the tenets of their respective religions in terms of
how they conducted their services and the types of music
employed.
However, the New England Puritans, in search of
an even greater unadulterated translation of the Hebrew
Psalms, wrote the Bay Psalm Book, which came to be used in
Scotland and England. The New French missionaries found
their masses often had to be simplified and modified due
to the lack of instruments, voices, sacred accessories, or
by the rustic environment in which their masses were
frequently held.
The Puritans and Catholics each carried their own
musical traditions to the New World. Music played a
significant role in their sacred services, provided them
with a familiar source of solace and inspiration, and was
a useful tool in the challenging task of educating and
"civilizing” a foreign people.
vii

PSALMS TO PLAINCHANT;
SEVENTEENTH-CENTURY SACRED MUSIC
IN NEW ENGLAND AND NEW FRANCE

PROTESTANT SACRED MUSIC IN THE OLD WORLD
Germany
The traditional Mass of the sixteenth century,
performed in the classical language of the Catholic
liturgy, was a rich scene played within a Gothic monument.
When a monk nailed his 95 Theses to the great door of the
All Saints* Church in Wittenberg, both conservatives and
radicals questioned the familiar Catholic ritual.
Martin Luther ushered in a reformation not only of
worship but of church music as well.

His tolerance of

congregational participation was to open the door to
congregational psalm-singing among Protestants in Europe
and America.

Thus, the history of church music in New

England begins in sixteenth-century Germany, with the
father of the Reformation.

2

Luther never condemned the music of the Roman
Catholic Church.1

In fact, Luther enjoyed music and

considered it an important part of church life.

He wrote

in 1524:
I am not of the opinion that all the art
should be stricken down by the Gospel and
disappear, as certain zealots would have
it; on the contrary, I would see all the
arts, and particularly music, at the
service of Him who created them and gave
them to us.2
Luther even wrote his
which were printed in 1523

own hymntunes, the majority of
and 1524.

In some respects

these hymns did not depart from their pre-Reformation
predecessors.

Like the older polyphonic style, his

"chorales," as they have come to be called, had irregular
rhythms with a stress occurring on different notes as the
cadence of speech required.3
Luther preserved some of the traditional chant and
polyphonic motets, which John Calvin would later abandon.
When Luther wrote his Formula Missae
remained in Latin.

It was

in 1523, the liturgy

not until 152 6 that Luther

1Robert M. Stevenson, Patterns of Protestant Church Music
(Durham, N.C.: Duke University Press, 1953), 3.
2Horton Davies, Worship and Theology in England; From
Cranmer to Hooker. 1534-1603 (Princeton:
Princeton University
Press, 1970), 378.
3Erik Routley, The Music of Christian Hvmns (Chicago:
G.I.A. Publications, Inc., 1981), 21-2; Helmut T. Lehmann, gen
ed., Luther's Works (Philadelphia:
Fortress Press, 1965), vol
53, Liturgy and Hvmns. by Ulrich S. Leupold, 204.
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provided a vernacular liturgy in Deutsche Messe.4

Luther

also made use of contemporary innovations in his chorales,
including the replacement of ancient church modes by the
major and minor scales we know today.
Luther*s chief influence in terms of the Protestant
movement was in the gradual acceptance of the vernacular
in worship.5

Luther encouraged the singing of hymns in

German rather than Latin in small towns and villages.

His

vernacular translations used simple verbs and nouns, many
of them monosyllabic.

He employed few adjectives,

avoiding the ornate language and abstract images the
Catholics used.

The result was a plainer verse that

received its enrichment from the music.6
The words of Luther*s hymns were often designed to
convey a Biblical message to the congregation.

The

Reformer had great regard for Scripture, as MVater unser,**
a version of the Lord's Prayer, and MAus der Tiefe," Psalm
130, exemplify.

Yet, the Lutherans also sang devotional

4Henry Raynor, A Social History of Music (London:
Barrie &
Jenkins, 1972), 110-111; Encyclopedia Britannica. 1970 ed., s.v.
"Martin Luther."
5Davies, Worship and Theology in England. 381.
6Leupold, Liturgy and Hvmns. 198.
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poems.

One renowned example is Luther's Christmas song

"Von Himmel Hoch," or "From Heaven on High."7
Luther brought a revolutionary flexibility,
accessibility, and vernacularism to the church music
tradition.

However, he retained the rhythmical

irregularities of pre-Reformation music, preferred choral
singing to congregational, and never prohibited the use of
the organ or other instruments in the Mass.

The true

"Protestantization" of sacred music, which descended to
the Puritan settlers of New England, was initiated by John
Calvin.8

Geneva
The music of Calvinism was as much a radical
departure from Catholicism as were the premises of the
Calvinist religion.

Unlike Lutheranism, Calvinism had

direct influence on the development of Protestant music in
England and New England.

The music historian, Horton

Davies, writes that the Calvinists:
considered . .. the intricacies of
song or polyphony ... unsuited to
and capacities of the ordinary
congregation, and that the use of
psalms and canticles in requiring
choir for their rendering filched

plainthe needs
the prose
a trained
from the

7Albert Christ-Janer, Charles W. Hughes, and Carleton
Sprague Smith, American Hvmns Old and New (New York:
Columbia
University Press, 1980), 5.
^outley, Music of Christian Hvmns. 29, 33, 36.

6
whole congregation its right to sing the
praises of God.9
John Calvin's main concern with congregational singing was
that the music not distract the worshiper from the message
of .the words.

He believed that singing of sufficient

gravity added dignity to sacred activities, but wrote,
•'Yet great caution is necessary, that the ears be not more
attentive to the modulations of the notes, than the mind
to the spiritual import of the words.”10
Calvin's concern with not deviating from the message
of the Bible led him to restrict his musical texts to the
literal translation of the Hebrew Logos.

"The Bible and

the Bible only" was the liturgical doctrine of Calvin.
Consequently, Calvin dismissed all but the Bible's Psalms
as appropriate for setting to music.

"To develop original

hymns of Christian experience would have seemed a human
impertinence when God had already provided approved forms
of praise in the Psalms."11

The Genevan translations used

words as ordinary as Luther's German; the verses were
honest images of human experience.

9Davies, Worship and Theology in England. 33.
10John Calvin, trans. John Allen in Calvin's Institutes
(Philadelphia, Privately printed, 1813), 117-118; quoted in
Cyclone Covey, "Puritanism and Music in Colonial America,"
William and Marv Quarterly. 3rd ser., vol. VIII, 1951, 384.
11Davies, Worship and Theology in England. 390.

John Calvin also promoted the singing of the Psalms
in unison without accompaniment.

The preface to the 1556

Genevan Psalter attributed to Satan the abuse of the
notable gift of singing, chiefly by the
papists, [Satan's] ministers, in
disfiguring it, partly by strange language
that cannot edify; and partly by a curious
wanton sort, hiring men to tickle the ears
and flatter the fantasies [i.e.
organists].... 12
Calvin did not permit organ music during the service and
did not encourage it either before or afterward.
Calvin was quite vocal on the issue of
instrumentation in the church.
Samuel 18:

He wrote a sermon on I

"the women came out of all cities of Israel,

singing and dancing, to meet king Saul, with tabrets, with
joy, and with instruments of musick."

In reply, he wrote:

It would be a too ridiculous and inept
imitation of papistry to decorate the
churches and to believe oneself to be
offering God a more noble service in using
organs. .. .All that is needed is a simple
and pure singing of the divine praises,
coming from heart and mouth, and in the
vulgar tongue....
Instrumental music was
tolerated in the time of Law because the
people were then in their infancy.13
In Calvin's church, music was a vehicle of instruction, a
means of meditating on the word of God.

12Peter Le Huray, Music and the Reformation in England 15491660 (New York: Oxford University Press, 1967), 373.
13John Calvin, Homiliae in primum librum Samuelis (Geneva:
Privately printed, 1604), 370? quoted in Stevenson, Patterns of
Protestant Church Music. 14.
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In keeping with this attitude, the Genevan psalms had
simple prose, matched to music of the same simplicity.
John Calvin was the first theologian to use metrical
psalmody, which he had heard in France.

This form is

characterized by long phrases and a lack of ligatures.
Calvin*s conviction was that the singing should be
syllabic, only one note for each syllable.14
It is not surprising, then, that a French poet,
Clement Marot (1497-1544), became the main contributor to
the Genevan Psalter.15

During Marot*s lifetime, it was

popular to translate the Psalms of David into vernacular
verse.

Marot*s Thirty Psalms, published in 153 6-1539

without attached melodies, were sung by both Catholics and
Protestants to popular airs of the day.

Twelve of Marot*s

thirty psalms appeared in Calvin*s 1539 Strasbourg
Psalter.

At Calvin's request, Marot paraphrased twenty

more psalms in Geneva in 1541.

In 1543, Marot*s Cinouante

Psaumes and some other tunes were included in the
Psalter.16

The complete Genevan (or Calvin) Psalter was

published in 1562.

This edition had 110 different meters

14Routley, Music of Christian Hvmns. 28, 33; Percy A.
Scholes, The Puritans and Music in England and New England
(London: Oxford University Press, 1934), 253.
15Hamilton C. Macdougall, Earlv New England Psalmody; An
Historical Appreciation. 1620-1820 (New York:
Da Capo Press,
1969), 4.
16Ibid. , 5.
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and 125 tunes, large numbers in light of later
developments in England and New England.17
The psalms continued to have the irregular rhythms
typical of the period, which distinguished them from
secular tunes, but the Calvinist psalters usually used
only two note values, the semibreve (whole note) and the
minim (half note) .

With only two note values, no part

writing or harmonization, and no organ to set the pitch or
maintain the rhythm, church music was at the mercy of the
ability of the congregation.18
English Protestant congregations exiled in Geneva
during Mary I's reign liked the Genevan Psalter and
compiled their own editions, known as the Anglo-Genevan
Psalter, that copied much of the phrasing and tunes from
the Genevan.

After Elizabeth I ascended the throne in

1558, the English returned home, taking with them early
editions of the Anglo-Genevan psalters.

These books,

however, would shortly be superseded by the complete
edition of the Anglo-Genevan Psalter, published in 1562,
and by psalters written in England.

17Routley, Music of Christian Hvmns. 33.
18Ibid. , 29, 33, 36.
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England
The Protestant exiles began to return to England and
Scotland in 1559, taking with them collections of psalms
they had used in Switzerland.

Some English metrical

psalms had actually been written earlier, during the reign
of the Protestant boy king, Edward VI (1547-1553).

By far

the most popular psalter during his reign, and throughout
most of the seventeenth century, was what is now referred
to as the "Old Version" or "Sternhold and Hopkins."
This psalter had its beginnings as a collection of
nineteen unaccompanied metric psalms written by Thomas
Sternhold.
1549.

Titled Certavne Psalmes. it was published in

Sternhold wrote seventeen of the psalms in English

ballad meter, borrowing a style from the secular world,
like Luther and Calvin before him.

Known as Common Meter,

it has alternating lines of eight and six syllables
(8.6.8.6.) with an iambic foot.

A comparison between the

ballad of Robin Hood and a psalm from the 1562 edition of
Sternhold and Hopkins illustrates the Common Meter:
Robin Hood
Then Robin goes to Nottingham(8)
Himself mornynge alone;(6)
And Little John to meery Sherwood,
The paths he knew each o ne.(6)
Psalm 23
My Shepherd is the living Lord;(8)
Nothing therefore I need,(6)

(8/9)

11
In pastures fair near pleasant streams,
He setteth me to feed.(6)19

(8)

To fit the Common Meter, Sternhold's verse was sometimes
awkward, but the tunes were accented to match the words,
whidh made them easy to sing.
A second edition was published posthumously in 1549,
with eighteen more of Sternhold1s paraphrases.

John

Hopkins added seven more paraphrases in 1551, making a
total of forty-four psalms.

pQ

An Anglo-Genevan psalter of 1556 contained fifty-one
metrical psalms by Sternhold, Hopkins and others.

This

was the first Sternhold and Hopkins to include tunes.

The

tunes had irregular rhythms, no harmonizations, and were
sung without accompaniment in the Calvinist fashion.

This

1556 edition also had a metrical version of the
Commandments and some "spiritual songs," such as "Our
Father Which in Heaven Art" and "Give Peace in These Our
Days, 0 Lord."21
By 1562, all 150 Psalms were translated into English
in one volume.

This complete Sternhold and Hopkins was

later bound with the Book of Common Prayer, and editions

19Scholes, Puritans and Music. 354.
pn

#

,

Ibid.; Christ-Janer, Hughes, and Smith, American H v mns. 9.

21Routley, Music of Christian Hvmns. 36; Christ-Janer,
Hughes, and Smith, American Hvmns. 9.
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ran to at least 1828 in England.22

John Day's Sternhold

and Hopkins edition of 1563 included four-part
harmonizations.

No other harmonized version of Sternhold

and Hopkins appeared until John Bull's 1579 publication.23
There were other psalters in use during the sixteenth
and seventeenth centuries, some of which, like Sternhold
and Hopkins, were the immediate predecessors of New
England's own Bay Psalm Book.

Thomas Este's The Whole

Booke of Psalmes (1592) was the first to title tunes after
places, like "Winchester” for Psalm 84.24

Este had fifty-

eight tunes in his psalter with four-part harmonizations.
It was Este's book that was carried to the first permanent
English settlement at Jamestown, Virginia.25

William

Brewster took Richard Alison's The Psalms of David in
Metre (1599) to New England on the Mayflower.
Alison's psalter included parts for voices as well as
for lute, orpharion, cittern, and bass viol.

The Puritans

of New England, while they sang unaccompanied at church,
played instruments in their homes.

Evidence for this

appears in the inventories of music from the homes of
seventeenth-century Puritans.

While we do not know

22Scholes, Puritans and Music. 255.
23Le Huray, Music and the Reformation. 378.
24Macdougall, Early New England Psalmody. 13.
25Christ-Janer, Hughes, and Smith, American Hvmns, 5.
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whether Brewster used Alison's psalter to read an
instrumental part, it is tempting to think that he owned
the book for that purpose.26
It was to Thomas Ravenscroft1s The Whole Booke of
Psalmes:

With The Hvmnes Evanaelicall. And Sonas

Spirituall (1611) that the compilers of the New England
Bay Psalm Book directed their congregations for psalmtunes.27 John Playford (1671; second edition 1677)
rearranged Ravenscroft's tunes and gave them a more
sophisticated harmonization.

He composed tunes for three

parts -- "cantus," "medius," and "bassus" —

with the

melody leaving the tenor and moving into the treble part.
Puritans on either side of the Atlantic, however,
continued to sing the psalms in unison while in church.
Este, Ravenscroft, and Playford basically continued
the updating, revising, and expansion of the Sternhold and
Hopkins psalter.

By cultivating the same tunes over such

a lengthy period of time, and by composing these tunes in
a handful of meters that were easily memorized,
congregations became less musically literate.

The people

grew familiar with only a small number of tunes, often in
Common Meter, which they knew by heart, and to which could

26Ibid., 6.
07

Ronald L. Davis, A History of Music in American L i f e , vol.
I, The Formative Years. 1620-1865 (Malabar, Florida:
Robert
Krieger Publishing Company, 1982), 6.
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be sung any number of psalms also written in Common Meter.
The result was a method of singing known as "lining out."
In this method, a deacon or other member of the
church read the psalm one or two lines at a time, pausing
to allow the congregation to sing each line in response.
In 1643, Parliament summoned an assembly of divines at
Westminster to draft a new religious settlement for the
nation.

Its essentially presbyterian proposals,

proclaimed the next year, officially sanctioned the
practice of lining out, especially for congregations
lacking psalters or whose members could not read.

28

Lining out thus began in England twenty years ahead of its
practice in New England.
The dissenters from the Church of England who settled
in the Massachusetts Bay Colony in 1630 favored England's
Sternhold and Hopkins.

In contrast, the Nonconformist

Pilgrims who established Plymouth Colony in 162 0, as well
as the congregations of Salem and Ipswich, Massachusetts,
used a psalter published in Amsterdam.

A year after the

publication of the King James Bible in 1611, an English
Brownist pastor in the Dutch city wrote a Book of Psalms

28Encvclopedia Britannica. s.v. "Westminster Assembly."
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incorporating English, French, and Dutch selections.

The

last edition appeared in 1690.29
The pastor, Henry Ainsworth, was a recognized
biblical scholar with a knowledge of Hebrew.

His

translation is closer to the Bible's original text than is
Sternhold and Hopkins.

Ainsworth claimed that he did not

"omit the grace of the Hebrew tongue" or use "such uncouth
phrases as the common reader understandeth not."30

There

were thirty-nine melodies and a great variety of meters to
accompany the 150 Psalms.

All the melodies were written

in the C clef, most in the minor mode, with the lead part
in the tenor.31
At the close of the first century of Reforms, English
Protestant congregations, whether exiled in Switzerland or
the Netherlands, or at home, had defined their musical
practice.

Use of the Psalms, translated from the Hebrew,

set to patterns of meter, paired with tunes based in the
secular repertoire of France, England, and Germany, and

^Davis, Formative Years. 6-7? Zoltan Haraszti, The Enigma
of the Bav Psalm Book (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press,
1956), 6.
30Haraszti, Enicrma of the Bav Psalm Book. 6-7.
31Scholes, Puritans and Music. 257? Harold Gleason and
Warren Becker, "Early American Music? Music in America from 1620
to 1920," Music Literature Outlines. 3d ser. , 2nd ed. (1981), 9?
Waldo Selden Pratt, The Music of the Pilgrims? A Description of
the Psalm-book brought to Plymouth in 162 0 (New York:
Oliver
Ditson Company, 1921? reprint, New York: Russell and Russell,
1971), 15, 17.

sung in unaccompanied unison became standard.

It was this

musical heritage that the Pilgrims and Puritans brought to
the New World in the seventeenth century.

PROTESTANT SACRED MUSIC IN NEW ENGLAND

New England
On a new continent, in a strange land, the people
gathered for worship.

Constructed like the domestic

buildings about the town, the meetinghouse was square,
unlit, and unheated.

Its stark simplicity matched the

dress of many of the New Englanders seated on hard benches
within.

The austere decor was a visual reminder to the

believers to keep on the strait path and allowed for
little distraction from the service.

A New Englander

wrote in the early eighteenth century:
A MEETING-HOUSE is the Term that is most
commonly used by the New English
Christians.
They have modest and handsome
Houses for Worship of God; not set off with
Gaudy, Pompous, Theatrical Fineries, but

17

18
suited unto the Simplicity of Christian
Worship.1
Part of that simple worship was the singing of the Psalms
as Calvin had prescribed a century before.

Just ten years

after settling in the Bay area, a number of prominent
Puritans decided to translate their own psalter as an
improvement upon the Sternhold and Hopkins version they
were using.

This committee of about thirty New Englanders

included John Eliot, Thomas Welde, Richard Mather, and
Francis Quarles.
These men were concerned with having an English
translation of the Psalms of David as close to the Hebrew
as possible.

Zoltan Haraszti makes a persuasive argument

for ascribing the preface of their book to John Cotton
rather than to Richard Mather as historians had
previously.2

In the preface, Cotton went some length to

explain the necessity of a new psalter.

He wrote of

Sternhold and Hopkins, "it is not unknowne to the godly
learned that they have rather presented a paraphrase than
the words of David translated according to the rule 2
Chron. 29.30."

The verse to which he referred reads,

"Moreover Hezekiah the king and the princes commanded the

1Cotton Mather, Ratio Discipline Fratrum Nov-Analorum; A
Faithful Account of the Discipline professed and practiced in the
Churches of New England, ed. Richard C. Robey (New York:
Arno
Press Inc., 1972), 5.
2Haraszti, Enicrma of the Bay Psalm Book, vi.
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Levites to sing praise unto the Lord with the words of
David

"

Cotton continued:

"We have therefore done our

indeavour to make a plaine and familiar translation of the
psalmes and words of David into english metre, and have
not soe much as presumed to paraphrase to give the sense
of his meaning in other words.1,3

Cotton closed by saying

that "'God's Altar needs not our pollishings1:

Ex. 20.

for wee have respected rather a plaine translation, than
to smooth our verses with the sweetness of any paraphrase,
and soe have attended conscience rather than Elegance,
fidelity rather than poetry." 4

Cotton and the other's

careful translation of the Psalms resulted in The Whole
Booke of Psalmes Faithfully Translated into English Metre,
the first book published in colonial North America.
The Bay Psalm Book, as it is commonly called, soon
replaced the Old Version in Massachusetts Bay, with the
exception of the congregations of Salem and Ipswich, both
of which used Ainsworth until 1667.

By the last quarter

of the seventeenth century, however, Ainsworth was too
difficult for the second-generation Puritans of these
towns, who had little or no formal musical training.
Fewer and fewer members of all New England congregations

3Christ-Janer, Hughes, and Smith, American Hvmns. 14.
4Ibid.
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were able to read music after 1650-

John Cotton, Jr.,

pastor in Plymouth, noted in the church records of 1692,
"That seeing many of the Psalmes in Mr. Ainsworth*s
Translation which wee now sing had such difficult tunes as
none in the church could sett,” a resolution was passed to
use the Bav Psalm Book.5

The New England psalter was also

used in some churches in Scotland and England well into
the eighteenth century.

The Bav Psalm Book
The first eight editions of the Bav Psalm Book did
not have music attached.

The first edition of 1640 had

only six metrical patterns, in contrast with fifteen in
Ainsworth and seventeen in Sternhold and Hopkins.

In the

Bav Psalm Book. Common Meter (8.6.8.6.) was used in four
out of five cases, eliminating at least fifteen of the
longer Genevan meters prevalent in the Genevan and AngloGenevan psalters, in Ainsworth, and, to a lesser extent,
in Sternhold and Hopkins.6

The psalms in Common Meter

501a Elizabeth Winslow, John Eliot. "Apostle To The
Indians." (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1968), 66; George Hood,
A History of Music in New England (Privately printed, 1846;
reprinted New York: Johnson Reprint Corp., 1970), 53; Robert
Stevenson, Protestant Church Music in America: A Short Survey of
Men and Movements from 1564 to the Present (New York: W.W.
Norton & Co., Inc., 1966), 14; Ronald L. Davies, A History of
Music in American Life; The Formative Years. 1620-1865. vol. 1,
(Malabar, FL: Robert Krieger Publishing Company, 1982), 9.
6Pratt, Music of the Pilgrims, 22.
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were to be sung "as they are collected, out of our chief
musicians, by Thomas Ravenscroft."7

The last reference

was to Ravenscroft1s Whole Booke of Psalms of 1621, which
presumably was available in the colony and with which the
people were familiar.

Psalms not in Common Meter were to

be sung to the tunes "in our english psalm books," i.e.,
Sternhold and Hopkins, Thomas Este's psalter and others.8
The first two editions of the Bav Psalm Book received
criticism for the awkward texts, which were often
convoluted to fit the chosen meter.

Eventually, even the

clergymen decided that some polishing was needed.

A

Boston committee asked two men to undertake the revision
in 1651:

Henry Dunster, president of Harvard College, and

Richard Lyon, a shadowy figure in history who was
apparently familiar with foreign languages, including
Hebrew.

Cotton Mather later commented:
It was thought that a little more of art
was to be employed upon them.
And for that
Cause, they were committed unto Mr.
Dunster, who Revised and Refined this
Translation; and (with some Assistance from
Mr. Richard Lyon...) he brought it into the
condition wherein our Churches ever since
have used it.9

York:

7Irving Lowens, Music and Musicians in Earlv America (New
W.W. Norton & Co., Inc., 1964), 19, 29.

Ric h a rd G. Appel, The Music of the Bav Psalm Book. 9th
Edition (1698^ (Brooklyn:
Institute for Studies in American
Music, 1975), 3.
9Christ-Janer, Hughes, and Smith, American Hvmns. 14.
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Dunster and Lyon smoothed the verse, reduced the
number of meters to five, and appended an additional
thirty-six newly translated "Scripture Songs" composed in
only four different meters.10

Scripture songs were

traditionally placed in English psalters, but had been
omitted in early editions of the Bav Psalm Book because
some Puritans believed that singing in church should be
restricted to the Psalms.

Nevertheless, the songs of

Moses, Hannah, the whole Song of Songs, and the
Lamentations of Jeremiah, among many others, were printed
in this edition.11

The revised The Psalms Hvmns and

Spiritual Songs of the Old and New Testament,

faithfully

translated into English meter for the use, edification,
and comfort of the Saints, in publick and private,
especially in New England

predominated in Massachusetts

Bay through Thomas Prince's last edition in 1758.12
Like the previous editions of the Bav Psalm Book, the
1651 version did not have music attached.

As far as is

known from extant copies, the first version of the Bav
Psalm Book to include music was the ninth edition of 1698.
The music was borrowed from John Playford's Brief
Introduction to the Skill of Musick.

Some of Playford's

10Lowens, Music and Musicians. 31-3; Hood, History of Music,
233-5.
11Haraszti, Enigma of the Bav Psalm B o o k . 28.
12Lowens, Music and Musicians. 13.
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editions were harmonized in three or four parts, each with
the melody in the treble, following the fashion in
England.

As adapted and printed in New England, however,

there were only two parts, the melody and the bass.

The

bass part was probably for musical accompaniment when the
psalms were sung in the home.
line was followed.13

In meeting, only the melody

Puritans thought of music in terms

of pure melodies, "not,1' as Waldo Selden Pratt wrote, "as
contours of a flowing stream of keyboard harmony."14
Playford's Brief Introduction to the Skill of Musick
was one English theoretical treatise of the late
seventeenth century.

Thirteen of its tunes were copied in

block print in the Bav Psalm Book of 1698.

These tunes

have the distinction of being the first music published in
English-speaking America.

There were six meters among the

thirteen tunes, with eight of the thirteen continuing the
English preference for Common Meter.

The 1698 Bav Psalm

Book also came with extensive "directions for ordering the
voice" from Playford's 1667 edition.
The psalms in meeting were always unaccompanied;
however, most Puritans were not against the playing of
instruments in the home.

Cotton wrote in Singing of

Psalmes a gospel-ordinance (1647) , "Nor do we forbid the

13Routley, Music of Christian Hvmns. 45? Hood, History of
Music. 57.
14Pratt, Music of the Pilgrims. 18.
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private use of an Instrument of Musick therewithall; so
that attention to the Instrument doe not divert the heart
from attention to the matter of the Song.”15

Violins,

fiddles, and the kit, a small violin, were available to
the Puritans.

Keyboard instruments were costly and

difficult to ship in the seventeenth century, and the
organ was considered 'popish.*

The first organ did not

arrive in Boston until 1711.
An organ is useful today in congregational singing
for keeping the music in tune and maintaining the proper
rhythm.

The absence of any such regulator in the

seventeenth century may have been one reason lining out
passed from the Mother Country to New England.

It is

unclear exactly when lining out began in New England.
John Cotton, in his Singing of Psalmes a aospel-ordinancef
commented:
We for our parts easily grant, that where
all have books and can reade, or else
can say the Psalme by heart, it were
needlesse there to reade each line of the
Psalme before hand in order to singing.
But if it be granted, which is already
proved, that the Psalmes to be ordinarily
sung in Publique, are Scripture-Psalmes,
and those to be sung by the body of the
Congregation, Then to this end it will be
a necessary helpe, that the words of the
Psalme be openly read before hand, line
after line, or two lines together, that so
they who want either books or skill to
reade, may know what is to be sung, and
15John Cotton, Singing of Psalmes a gospel-ordinance
(London:
Privately printed, 1650; reprinted, Washington, D.C
The Folger Shakespeare Library, text-fiche), 15.
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joyne with the rest in the dutie of
singing. ...16
Although this unaccompanied, responsorial singing may
sound plain and unusual to modern listeners today, its
simplicity reflected Puritan beliefs.

In the first half

of the seventeenth century, in fact, the tunes were
probably moderately rapid and lively in tempo.

There were

no complaints about psalm-singing or about lining out
until the turn of the eighteenth century, when Puritan
society was in flux.
The "singing wars" erupted in 1720.

The battle was

between those who desired to keep the "usual" or common
method of lining out, and those who wanted to replace it
with "regular" singing, using musical notation and defined
rules of music.

Rural New Englanders defended the usual

way because it allowed individual expression, but Boston
and other towns welcomed the reform.17
Cotton Mather promoted "improved" psalm-singing.

In

a letter to Thomas Hollis, Jr., dated 1723, he mentioned
the tensions between Puritans in the country and those in
his own Boston:
A mighty spirit came lately upon abundance
of our people to reform their singing,
which was degenerated in our assemblies to
an irregularity which made a jar in the
ears of the more curious and skilful
singers.
Our ministers generally
16Cotton, Singing of Psalmes. 62.
17Hood, History of Music. 142? Davis, Formative Years. 12.
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encouraged the people to accomplish
themselves for a regular singing and a more
beautiful psalmody.
Such numbers of good
people (and especially young people) became
regular singers that they could carry it in
the congregation.
But,...who would believe
it? Tho' in the more polite city of Boston
this design met with a general acceptance,
in the country, where they have more of the
rustic, some numbers of elder and angry
people bore zealous testimonies against
these wicked innovations, and this bringing
in of popery.... The paroxysms have risen
to that height as to necessitate the
convening of several ecclesiastical
councils for the composing of the
differences and animosities arisen on
this occasion.18
As the older generation of Puritans passed on, so did,
except in some rural pockets, the usual way.

Singing

schools and publications introduced rules of music and
methods for singing and encouraged the younger generation
of Puritans to sing by note.

Indians and Psalm-Singing
The nature of Puritan psalm-singing —

unaccompanied

voices of the congregation joined in sound —
appropriate to their Calvinist tradition.

was

The unadorned

singing never diminished the significance of the sermon,
the center of the service.

Twice on Sundays, Puritans and

Pilgrims gathered in their meeting-houses to hear lengthy
sermons on the evils of sin and the rewards of a Christian

18Kenneth Silverman, ed., Selected Letters of Cotton Mather
(Baton Rouge:
Louisiana State University Press, 1971), 376.
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life.

Emphasis was on displaying an outwardly correct and

Christian life as proof of an inwardly clean soul.
Thus, the "uncivilized" Indians were heathens in
particular danger of perdition unless they could be
converted.

For several seventeenth- and eighteenth-

century New England clergymen not interested simply in
cultivating their white Christian brethren, a large,
potential congregation of neighboring Indians were as
seedlings awaiting rain.

John Eliot was the most highly

visible missionary who took upon himself the task of
converting the Indians.
In a short biography of John Eliot, Cotton Mather
calculated that the minister was born about 1604.

Eliot

received an education at Cambridge and served as a school
master before becoming a minister.19

He came to Boston

in November 1631 and was ordained the minister of Roxbury
in 1632.

Eliot began his study of the Massachusett

language around 1643 and began preaching to Indian
congregations three years later.20
Eliot and the other Puritan clergy interested in
converting the Indians thought that their mission would be

19Cotton Mather, Life and death of the renown1d Mr. John
Eliot. 3rd ed. (1694) (Ann Arbor:
University Microfilms
International, 1984), 5, 12.
20

R. Pierce Beaver, Church. State. And The American Indians:
Two and a Half Centuries of Partnership in Missions Between
Protestant Churches and Government (Saint Louis, MO:
Concordia
Publishing House, 1966), 34.
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achieved more easily if the prospective Indians were
placed in separate "praying towns."

In such towns the

Indians would be sedentary and less likely to be adversely
influenced by wayward Englishmen.

Eliot gathered the

first praying town at Nonantum and moved it to Natick in
1651.

By 1674, there were fourteen towns of "Praying

Indians" with a total population of about 4,000? 1,800
more were on the Vineyard islands with the Mayhews.21
The degree to which Eliot mastered the Massachusett
dialect of the Algonquian language is debated by
historians, and it appears that he did have an Indian
translator available during his services for native
congregations.

Be that as it may, Eliot did devise a

written language to encourage Indian participation in and
knowledge of Christianity.

The Mayhews on Martha's

Vineyard also studied Indian languages and used them in
services.

Thomas Mayhew wrote in 1650 that every

fortnight he held a lecture for his Indian converts.
"First I pray with them," he wrote, "teach them, catechise
their children, sing a Psalm, and all in their own
language. "22

21Ibid; and Mather, Life and Death of John Eliot. 5.
22Thomas Mayhew, The Light appearing more and more towards
the perfect Dav. Or. A farther Discovery of the present state of
the Indians in New-Enoland. Concerning the Progress of the Gospel
Amongst them (London: Published by Henry Whitfeld, 1651;
reprint, New York: Sabin's Reprints, 1865), 13.
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In 1663, after struggling with the cost of printing,
Eliot published the Old and New Testaments in
Massachusett.

In one thousand copies, the Psalms in meter

were included without musical notation.

Translations of

the Psalms of David in metre were printed separately in
1663 and again in 1680.

"Since few Indians, even by

Mayhew's time [i.e., the early eighteenth century], read
or wrote extensively in either language, the effect of
literacy should not be overemphasized."23
Yet, Eliot's translated psalters were definitely used
by his Indian congregations.

The Reverend John Wilson

observed Eliot on the Sabbath in an Indian town in 1652:
Then Mr. Eliot Prayed and Preached in the
Indian Language for some hour more....
This Text was translated by him from
the Scriptures into English, speaking
with much authority, and after his
latter Prayer the Indian School-Master
read out of his Book one of the Psalmes
in meeter, line by line, translated by
Mr. Eliot into Indian, all the men and
women, &c singing the same together in
one of our ordinary English tunes
melodiously.24
This passage is interesting as well because it tells us
that the Indians were lining out like their English
counterparts.

23Neal Salisbury, "Red Puritans:
The 'Praying Indians' of
Massachusetts Bay and John Eliot," William and Marv Quarterly. 3d
ser., vol. 31:
43.
24John Wilson, Strength out of Weakness (London:
Corporation for the Promotion of the Gospel in New England, 1652;
reprint, New York:
Sabin's Reprints, 1865),43.
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Other contemporaries commented upon the music in
Indian churches.

Governor John Endicott went to visit

John Eliot among the Indians and wrote that, at the
conclusion of the service:
there was a Psalme sung in the Indian
tongue, and Indian meeter, to an English
tune, and by one of themselves, that but
the rest might follow, and he read it very
distinctly without missing a word as we
could judge, and the rest sang chearfully,
and prettie tuneablie... .^
Music historian Robert Stevenson takes Endicott1s comment
as an indication that “Calvinist" music was no less
popular among the Indians than "Catholic" music.

25John Endicott, Strength out of Weakness. 49.

CATHOLIC SACRED MUSIC IN FRANCE

France
Twenty-five years after Columbus1 first voyage to the
West Indie's, Martin Luther nailed his 95 theses to the
church door at Wittenberg.

Twenty-five years after that,

Pope Paul III issued a bull which led to the gathering of
the Council of Trent and set in motion the CounterReformation .1
The Protestant Reformation and the CounterReformation both emerged from the same movement of the
late medieval and Renaissance period.

Protestants and

Catholics sought renewed devotion, restored religious
observance, and reformed ecclesiastical government.

They

both recognized secular elements and looked for

1John Webster Grant, ed., A History of the Christian Church
in Canada (Toronto:
The Ryerson Press, 1966), vol. 1, The Church
in the French Era; From Colonization to the British Conquest, by
H. H. Walsh, 11.
31
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inspiration from the writings of St. Augustine.2

However,

the Counter-Reformation reacted against Protestantism.
Roman Catholics had a special concern for
consolidating the rites of the Church everywhere, which
led to the calling of the Council of Trent.

This

ecumenical meeting was held intermittently from 1545 to
1563.

Music, which always played an important role in

Catholicism, was addressed by the Council.

The Council's

decisions influenced the development of Catholic music in
France for years; the Counter-Reformation affected that
development for at least a century.3
Sixteenth-century music was in chaos; as Horton
Davies writes,
mad."

"it must have been like rag-time gone

Catholic divines were troubled by the increased use

of secular tunes for sacred texts which they felt might
distract worshippers from prayer and meditation.

During

the Council of Trent meeting of 1545-1547, extremists
wanted to exclude most music from the Mass altogether.
Fortunately, they were voted down.4

2A .D . Wright, The Counter-Reformation; Catholic Europe and
the Non-Christian World (New York:
St. Martin's Press, Inc.,
1982), 3.
3Karl Gustav Fellerer, The History of Catholic Church Music,
trans. Francis A. Brunner (Baltimore:
Helicon Press, 1961), 93.
4Davies, Worship and Theology in England. 377.
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The Council, however, did urge abandonment, of secular
themes in religious compositions.5

In 1562, for instance,

the Council wrote:
All things should be so ordered that the
Masses, whether they be celebrated with or
without singing, may reach tranquilly
into the ears and hearts of those who
hear them, when everything is executed
clearly and at the right speed.
In those
Masses which are celebrated with singing
and with organ, let nothing profane
be intermingled, but only hymns and divine
praises.
The singing should be arranged
not to give empty pleasure to the ear,
but in such a way that the words may be
clearly understood by all, and thus the
hearts of the listeners be drawn to the
desire of heavenly harmonies, in the
contemplation of the joys of the blessed.6
After the Council, the Roman Curia, the pope's
administrative body, continued the work of the CounterReformation.

They desired that clerics alone be singers

in the Church, not lay ministers.

They also advocated the

use of the organ alone, as opposed to other instrumental
accompaniment which they deemed unsuitable for Church
music.

These restrictions by the central Church

administration did not find universal application,

5Wright, The Counter-Reformation. 230.
6Reese, Gustave, Music in the Renaissance (London:
Dent,
1959), 449, from Heather Thompson, "The Jesuits and Music"
(Midland, Ontario: Huronia Historical Resource Centre), 1,
photocopied.
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particularly in the rural countryside where secular music
was popular.7
In 1563, two cardinals disapproved of polyphony.
Royal patronage of composers who wrote polyphonic music
was. so strong, nonetheless, that the Council retained
polyphony over the objections.8

The Council's decisions

did, however, affect polyphonic church music in France.
The fear of secularism served to emphasize sacred
austerity, with words given primacy over music.
mid-seventeenth century in France, Masses,

By the

for example,

were usually short and written in homophonic, syllabic
style, in which one voice led the melody and all voices
followed the same rhythm.9
The spirit of austerity that dominated the Council of
Trent and the Counter-Reformation served to keep France's
sacred music behind the times.

Because France strictly

observed the musical decisions of the Council, French
composers did not adopt the Baroque musical style of
Italy, which was melodic, expressive, and freely used
instrumental accompaniment.10

For a brief time, in the

7Wright, The Counter-Reformation. 230, 232.
Thompson,

"Jesuits and Music," 1.

9Denise Launay, "Church Music in France, 1630-1660," in
Opera and Church Music 1630-1750. ed. Anthony Lewis and Nigel
Fortune (London: Oxford University Press, 1975), 415.
10Fellerer, History of Catholic Church M u s i c . 94-125.
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/

works of Guillaume Bouzignac, Nicolas Forme, and others,
the ecclesiastical style in France at the beginning of the
seventeenth century moved towards freer forms along the
lines of the Italian concerto.

These composers' efforts

were soon suppressed by the French Church.

It would not

be until the beginning of the eighteenth century that a
mixture of Italian and French forms of expression gained
momentum in France's church music.11
Instead, seventeenth-century French composers wrote a
dramatic church music based on the principles of
declamation.

Declamation, in which musical accent and

textual accent coincide, first became a feature of vocal
music in the sixteenth century.

Sixteenth-century norms

such as declamation were incorporated into seventeenthcentury French sacred music, causing the latter to appear
static when compared with major Baroque trends of the day.
The delayed influence of the Renaissance humanists
in France subordinated music to words.

To avoid

distorting enunciation and to improve the quality of the
Latin, syllabic writing dominated.

This concern for the

clarity of text ironically paralleled the same concern
among the Puritans!12

11Fellerer, History of Catholic Church Music. 125.
12Launay, "Church Music in France," 437.
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This severe atmosphere of criticism diminished during
the height of the reign of Louis XIV.

Louis XIV had a

sixty-seven-year reign (1648-1715), during which his
tastes naturally dominated high society.13

After 1661,

when Louis was in absolute power, his lavish tastes put
their distinctive mark on all the arts, including music.
Thus, there was unity of style during the latter part of
his reign.
Louis was impressed by the grandeur of Jean-Baptiste
Lully's Miserere (1664), by the trumpets and drums the
composer unabashedly put in his Te Deum (1677), and by the
fullness of sound in his grand motets.

Louis found the

grand motet to be the music best suited to glorify the
King of Heaven —

and the King of France.14

In 1684, a

collection of fifty grand motets composed by Henri Dumont,
Pierre Robert, and Jean-Baptiste Lully was printed.

These

motets became the officially sanctioned models for works
in both the royal chapel and provincial music academies
until the Revolution.15

13Karl Geiringer, ed., The Harbrace History of Musical Forms
(New York:
Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, Inc., 1973), A Survey of
Choral Music, by Homer Ulrich, 73.
14Ibid.
15James R. Anthony, French Baroque Music from Beauioyeulx to
Rameau (London:
B.T. Batsford Limited, 1973), 169.
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Louis appointed Lully a court composer in 1653 and
made him director of royal chamber music in 1661.16
Dumont became master of the Royal Chapel in 1665.

Henri
His

motets were among those inserted in the low mass for the
king.

Dumont favored the concertato motet which

alternated between parts with both instruments and voices
and parts with instruments alone.17

Pierre Robert,

Michel-Richard de LaLande, Marc-Antoine Charpentier,
Nicolas Coupillet, Pascal Collasse, and Guillaume Minoret
were all at one time associated with the Royal Chapel and
influenced composers throughout France.
The development of French sacred music and its
migration to the New World cannot be outlined easily
through a neat progression of texts or composers as in the
case of England and New England.

Rather, it is more

useful to trace the spread of Catholic music in the
seventeenth century by type of composition —

Mass, psalm,

motet, plainchant and so forth.
French Masses throughout the period appeared in a
variety of musical styles.

These included a caooella

Masses, cantus firmus Masses, plainsong Masses and, later,
double-chorus Masses with or without instruments, and

16Don Michael Randel, ed., Harvard Concise Dictionary of
Music (Cambridge: The Belknap Press of Harvard University Press,
1978), 282.
17Ulrich, Survey of Choral Music. 77.
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entire organ Masses.18

A cappella Masses originally had

no instrumental accompaniment, but later were often
provided with a basse continue, bass notes that provided
an accompaniment.

Cantus firmus Masses had a single

melody that provided the theme for every movement.
By the mid-seventeenth century, the French Catholic
liturgy consisted largely of pieces sung in the course of
the Office.

The Office comprised eight canonical hours,

usually between midnight and dawn.19

The Mass followed

one of the hours, depending on the day of the week.

In

the liturgical service, Latin Gregorian chant maintained
t

.

m

its leadership even as other forms were introduced.

20

The

prevalence of Gregorian plainsong continued among the
Jesuits of New France as well.

However, after the Council

of Trent, motets were sung in France and New France at
Benediction and music began to intervene in additional
liturgies and special processions.
Polyphony never had an official function in French
ceremonies since the Church*s chant was mostly monodic; it
was accepted with benevolent tolerance.

Polyphony slowly

came to be substituted for plainsong, using the same words

18Anthony, French Barocrue Music. 218.
19Randel, ed. , Harvard Dictionary of Music. 348.
20Fellerer, History of Catholic Church Music. 132.
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and based on the same melodies,21

Graduals (responsive

chants that formed one of the Propers of the Mass), and
parts of the Ordinary gradually succumbed to polyphony.
Plainsong underwent vast changes in the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries, which contributed to the spread of
polyphony in Europe and opened the way for Henri Dumont
(1610-1684) and others to devise a new Gregorian chant in
France.22

They altered the medieval melodies and created

new ones in line with contemporary French fashions.

Henri

Dumont's Cincr Messes en plain-chant first appeared in 1669
and were the most popular of these new liturgical chants,
being reprinted in 1685, 1701, and 1711.23

In these and

similar pieces, the church modal system disintegrated
through the introduction of accidentals, and the current
tonic-dominant tension of the major-minor system replaced
the medieval modes.24

The attempt to preserve Gregorian

chant in some fashion is yet another example of France's
reactionary style.

21Launay, "Church Music in France," 416.
22Fellerer, History of Catholic Church Music. 127.
^Anthony, French Baroque Music. 168.
24Fellerer, History of Catholic Church Music. 127-128.
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After 1650, the decline of traditional plainsong
accelerated due to Louis XIV's passion for grand motets.25
The king's preference for the Hesse basse solennelle —
Low Mass with solemnity —

in place of the

liturgical High Mass, encouraged the creation of extraliturgical motets, psalms, and church cantatas.26
Extra-liturgical music was not new.

French

translations of Latin hymns had been popular for some
time.

For example, those that the Jesuit Michel Coyssard

published in 1592 were revised and reprinted down to 1655.
In these collections, the canticles of the Old Testament
mingled with rhymed translations of the 'Veni creator,'
the Te Deum, and the major Latin hymns of the liturgy.27
Psalms were also popular among Catholics as extraliturgical music.

After Clement Marot's French verse

translations of the psalms became the property of the
Reformed Church, the Catholics undertook their own
translations.

Jean-Antoine de Ba*if and Philippe Desportes

translated the psalms in a mixture of rhymed and measured
verse.

Desportes' psalms were set to music as late as

25James R. Anthony and Norbert Dufourcq, "Religious Music in
the Provinces, 1661-1660," in Opera and Church Music 1630-1750.
ed. Anthony Lewis and Nigel Fortune (London: Oxford University
Press, 1975), 442.
26Fellerer, History of Catholic Church Music. 151.
27Launay, "Church Music in France," 43 6.
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1650.28

By the 163Os, however, the new literary genre of

the paraphrase tended to replace the literal translation
of the psalms.29

Psalms and hymns were not characteristic

of the liturgy, however.

More traditional styles, like

plainchant, remained entrenched in the Masses.

This was

not only true in France, but in New France as well.
Before looking at the kinds of music the Jesuits and other
Catholic orders were using in the colony, it is necessary
to look at three forms the Canadian Jesuits most
frequently mentioned in the reports:

plainchant, motets,

and fauxbourdon. and their developments in the mother
country.
While plainchant was in overall decline in France, it
was still used for the Office, and Gregorian themes would
continue to be the basis for organ masses and liturgical
compositions of major composers throughout the eighteenth
century.30

In the seventeenth century, entire plainsong

Masses were composed for choirs singing in unison, as in
convents, so that the religious who traveled to the New
World were familiar with them.

The orders especially

favored the traditional modes and continued to use monodic

28Ibid. , 431.
^Ibid., 433.
30Fellerer, History of Catholic Church Music. 151.
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Gregorian chant into the eighteenth century.31

As late as

1720, the Ursulines in New France commented that they
"chanted the first Latin couplet in the ordinary tone of
the Gregorian chant."32
Motets were also familiar to the missionaries of New
France.

Motets were used during Mass and on special

feast-days, like that of Saint Mathias.

In the Jesuit

Relations. references to motets range from 1640 to 1673,
coinciding with their resurgence in France.

There were

several styles of motets in the seventeenth century.

The

majority in France were traditional, in figural
counterpoint with or without a cantus firmus. a definite
melody, usually that of the tenor, which contrasted with
the other parts of the piece and provided structural
underpinning.33
Motets were also written for a double chorus, with or
without instruments, and usually were polyphonic.34

The

double chorus motet did not become popular until the 1650s

31Randel, ed., Harvard Dictionary of Music. 199; and
Anthony, French Barocrue Music. 168.
32Fellerer, History of Catholic Church M u sic. 128; and
Reuben Gold Thwaites, ed., The Jesuit Relations and allied
documents; travels and explorations of the Jesuit missionaries in
New France. 1610-1791 (Cleveland:
Burrow Brothers Co., 18961901), 68:209.
33Launay, "Church Music in France," 427, 431; and Randel,
ed., Harvard Dictionary of Music. 81.
^Anthony, ed., De Profundis. 3.
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and 1660s, when major composers began to write them
frequently.35

At that time the older, equal-voiced,

double chorus motet coexisted with the newer concerted
motet in which solo voices alternated with a full choir.36
The. concerted motet, which appeared in France from Italy
about 1625, usually had instrumental accompaniment.37
Also in the 1650s, Henri Dumont and others began to
add a basse continue to their motets.

Dumont first added

an accompaniment to a set of motets he composed around
1652 for choir and instruments.38

Shortly after, grand

and petit motets were composed for the king; as already
noted, the grand motet was Louis XIV's favorite.39
The motet became the major French Catholic form of
the last half of the seventeenth century.

Contemporary

Abbe Perrin, in his Cantica pro Capella Regis (1665),
defined the motet as
a piece in which several varied and
different musical sections are linked
together... .the variety of the piece will
be even greater and the composition easier
for the Composer, when there is variation
in the stanzas and versets [i.e. organ
verses] and when they are composed with a
continual change in mind....I have followed

35Anthony, French Baroque Music. 161-162.
^Anthony, ed., De Profundis. 3.
37Launay, "Church Music in France," 428.
Ulrich,

Survey of Choral Music. 77.

39Anthony, French Barooue Music. 179-180.
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such a method in my motet texts for the
King’s Mass in his Royal Chapel.40
Sebastien Brossard's definition from Dietionnaire de
Musioue (1701) provides insight into the development of
t h e 'motet:
It is a composition of Music, with
various movements, which is enriched
with all that is most excellent in
the art of composition.
It is written for
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and even more
voices or soloists, often with Instruments,
and almost always with at least a Bassecontinue... .At present, the term embraces
all pieces set to Latin words, no matter on
what subject, such as praises of the
Saints, Elevations, etc.
One even
composes entire Psalms in the form of a
motet.41
With the patronage of the Sun King, the motet ruled
musical France for over a century.
Besides plainchant, the traditional music of the
Roman Church, and the new motets, the Jesuits of New
France frequently spoke of fauxbourdon. a conservative
style that fell between plainchant and polyphonic vocal
music.

Basically, fauxbourdon was note-against-note

counterpoint, a parallel movement of all voices,42
began as a method of harmonizing plainchant.43

that

Music in

40Ibid. , 170.
41Ibid. , 170-171.
/p

Fellerer, History of Catholic Church Music. 61.

43Isabelle Cazeaux, French Music in the Fifteenth and
Sixteenth Centuries (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1975) , 170.
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fauxbourdon gave brilliance to the words without harming
their comprehension, thus following the tenet of the
Council of Trent.

Enunciation of the words governed the

rhythm, as with secular songs of the time, in contrast
with a measured rhythm that guarded plainsong.

The

psalms, the Magnificat, hymns, certain sequences (a type
of chant), and strophic pieces (each stanza sung to the
same music) were sung in fauxbourdon.44
Other types of music mentioned in the Jesuit
Relations include "airs" and "litanies.M

The airs were

likely the "airs de cour" common in France in the late
sixteenth century and throughout the seventeenth century.
Airs de cour were short strophic songs set for one or more
voices in syllabic style.

Litanies in the name of Jesus,

the Virgin, or one of the saints were chanted or sung,
usually on special Mass days.45
Although the Jesuits in New France, as well as the
Ursuline nuns who were there in the seventeenth century,
used a variety of musical styles as in France, both orders
concentrated on developing music that could effectively
and appropriately be used during Mass.

While the court

composers influenced other composers in France, the

^Launay, "Church Music in France,” 418, 427, 431; and
Randel, ed., Harvard Dictionary of Music. 81; and Anselm Hughes,
Liturgical Terms for Music Students (Boston:
McLaughlin & Reilly
Co., 1940).
45Ibid.
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religious orders, to a great degree, had their own musical
agenda.
Until the mid-seventeenth century, the CounterReformation put a damper on music in the Church.

In the

majority of monasteries that were reformed, it was
forbidden to sing "with notes” or to use instruments,
even, sometimes, the organ.

The reform of the secular

clergy did not favor music, either.

Priests were given a

solid religious training in which singing came last.

At

the same time, cathedrals and urban parishes regularly
maintained choir schools and some orders were less
restrained than others.46
Ironically, the Jesuits gave substance and form to
the Counter-Reformation, yet they freely used songs and
musical dramas in their colleges and had encouraged music
since the order was founded by Ignatius Loyola in 1537.47
Jesuits at the College de Clermont in Paris (later the
College Louis-1e-Grand) composed and promoted musical
dramas and ballets as early as the 1630s.

Jesuits in

Rouen and Poitiers also performed musical productions.

^Launay, ”Church Music in France,” 415.
47H. Daniel-Rops, The Church in the Seventeenth Century,
trans. J.J. Buckingham (New York: E.P. Dutton & Co. Inc., 1963),
54.
48Robert M. Isherwood, Music in the Service of the King
(London:
Cornell University Press, 1973), 320, 324.
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During the reign of Louis XIV, Jesuit musical dramas
supplemented the spectacles of the Academie de Musique and
contributed to the colorful and ostentatious image of the
monarchy.49

These productions centered on Louis XIV, the

Due. de Bourgogne, military conquests, and peace
treaties.50

Robert Isherwood wrote:

in 1682, the Jesuit professor of rhetoric,
Claude Menestrier, explained that
musical spectacles not only enhanced
the physical and social graces, but were
useful in teaching morality to both
performers and spectators.
The Jesuit
father argued that there was a long
tradition of musical-dramatic productions
in the Christian Church; and he declared
his indifference to those who censured the
Jesuits for not confining themselves to
purely spiritual works.
Dance and music
are good for the Church, he asserted:
'we
are creating public celebrations... in the
form of ingenious allegories, in which the
events that constitute the welfare of the
state are presented, to enable people to
enjoy the sweetnesses, through the
enticements of pleasure and diversion,
which renders themmore responsive.,51
During the prosperous years of Louis XIV*s reign,
Jesuit views prevailed and their musical productions were
well received.

In the post-Lully years, however (the

1690s and on), the Jansenists sharply criticized the
Jesuit position and the Academie royale du musique.

49Ibid., 325.
50Ibid. , 322.
51Claude Menestrier, Des ballets anciens. etc., 1682,
preface; quoted in Isherwood, Music in the Service.. . . 321.
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Jansenism, named after Cornelius Jansen (1585-1638),
denied free will, assumed that human nature was corrupt,
and believed that Christ died for the elect, and not for
all men.52

Nonetheless, the Jesuits, who approved the use

of music throughout the seventeenth century in France,
contributed to its frequent use in New France.

52ISherwood, Music in the Service.... 325.

CATHOLIC SACRED MUSIC IN MEW FRANCE

New France
The sung Mass, an integral part of France's religious
life, was brought to Canada as early as the sixteenth
century.

The French explorer, Jacques Cartier, was the

first to write about a singing of the mass, on June 14,
1534.1

A year later, Cartier visited a large Iroquois

village at Hochelaga, on the present-day site of Montreal.
Before leaving, Cartier read to the Iroquois the story of
Christ's Passion.

He "next ordered the trumpets and other

musical instruments to be sounded, whereat the Indians

1The Canadian Encyclopedia. 1985 ed., s.v. "Religious
Music," 2:1184.
49
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were much delighted.”2
The explorers were followed by settlers who fished,
trapped, traded, and farmed in New France.

The settlers

brought secular music from the French provinces while
sacred music stayed in the care of the religious orders
established in the new colony during the seventeenth
century:

Recollects in 1615, Jesuits in 1625, Ursulines

in 1639, and Sulpicians in 1657.3

The religious brought

with them liturgical books, manuscripts of music,
decorative art objects for the chapels they would build,
and a system of ideals formed by tradition and the
Counter-Reformation.4
The austerity of the Counter-Reformation affected the
sacred music of France extensively throughout the
seventeenth century.

One example of the movement's

influence in the New World was the strained relationship
between Bishop Laval, the Vicar Apostolic, who arrived in

2C a n . Encyclopedia. 2:1184; and James Axtell, The Invasion
Within; The Contest of Cultures in Colonial North America (New
York:
Oxford University Press, 1985), 25-26; and Helmut
Kallmann, "Historical Background," in Aspects of Music in Canada,
ed. Arnold Walter (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1969),
26.
3Willy Amtmann, La Musicrue Au Quebec. 1600-1875. trans. into
French by Michelle Pharand (Montreal:
Les Editions de 1*Homme
Ltee., 1976), 18.
4Encvclopedia of Music in Canada. 1981 edition, xxix:1076.
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the colony in 1659, and the Ursuline nuns.5

A radically

conservative Catholic, the bishop discouraged
congregational singing and instrumental music at mass and
specifically forbade the nuns to sing in parts and
harmonize.6

One nun, Marie de 1 1Incarnation, wrote to the

Superior of the Ursulines at Tours in 1661 about Laval's
actions:
Our singing has almost all been cut.
He is leaving us only our Vespers and our
Tenebrae, which we sing as you did when I
was at Tours. He wants High Mass to be
chanted in recto tono. [i.e., monotone]
with no regard for what is done either at
Paris or at Tours but only for what his
spirit suggests to him is for the best.
He fears that singing encourages vanity
in ourselves and complacency in outsiders.
We no longer sing at Mass, because, he
says, this is distracting to the celebrant
and he has never seen it elsewhere.7
Despite Laval's feelings, a rich heritage of sacred music
was not to be denied the religious of New France.
While Laval claimed that such singing at Mass was
outside his experience, the nuns had obviously sung in
their convents in the old country.

The sisters made every

attempt they could to emulate the religious lifestyle they
had known in France.

Thus, not only their sacred music

5Cornelius J. Jaenen, The Role of the Church in New France
(Toronto: McGraw-Hill Ryerson Limited, 1976), 31.
6Ibid., 127.
7Joyce Marshall, ed., Word from New France: The Selected
Letters of Marie de 1'Incarnation (Toronto: Oxford University
Press, 1967), 258-259.
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but their decorative arts, were imported to the colony.
Even as New Englanders' reflected religious beliefs and
unadorned psalms in simple meetinghouses, Catholic
churches and liturgy matched the ceremonial traditionalism
of Roman song.
Like the New Englanders, New France's townspeople
built their chapels in the town center.8

The Recollects

built a chapel within a month after their arrival and
began to celebrate daily Mass.

Although not averse to

conducting services in smoky wigwams, the Jesuits were
also quick to build chapels.

The first chapels had only

the barest decoration and furnishings.9
When time and funds allowed, these first crude
structures were replaced with sturdier timber or stone
chapels, often cruciform in shape.10

As time went on in

the seventeenth century, the religious orders were able to
create less stark interiors.

In Catholicism, both

structure and interior were entwined with the Mass ritual
and the sacred otherworldly.
The symbolism of the liturgy and of the
ritual, the paintings or sculptures
representing angels and saints, portraits
of the devouts, bishops and martyred
missionaries, ex-voto, silver chalices
finely chiseled and sacerdotal vestments
^alsh, Church in the French Era. 34.
9John F. Hayes, Wilderness Mission;
The Storv of SainteMarie-Amonq-The-Hurons (Toronto: The Ryerson Press, 1969), 32.
10Walsh, Church in the French Era. 169.
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richly ornate, are some manifestations
of the art in the colony. The liturgy
was found in the small chapels roughly
built on the shores of the Saint
Lawrence.11
As in New England, religion conditioned cultural and
spiritual lifestyles in New France —

but in such

contrasting ways!
The Jesuits and other religious orders in New France
sought not only to create the proper setting in their
chapels but to remain as true as possible to the Mass
rituals they had known in France.

Care was taken even in

such details as the number of candles used, the embroidery
of vestments in gold or silver threads, and the use of
sacred vessels made by French craftsmen.12
There was very little sacred musical development in
the early days of the French colony.

The Jesuits began to

write their Relations in 1632? music is mentioned
frequently in the Relations until the records end in 1673.
F. Du Peron, writing in 1638-1639, "had the good fortune
to say the first mass in the first chapel built among the

11Amtmann, La Musique Au Quebec. 17-18.
12

•

•

.

/

,

Elisabeth Gallat-Monn and Antoine Bouchard, Temoins de la
vie musicale en Nouvelle-France. English version by Elisabeth
Gallat-Morin and John Grew (Quebec: Archives nationales du
Quebec, 1981), 12.
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Hurons," with the Pater and Ave sung in the Huron
language.13
Teaching the Indians was the first priority of the
Jesuits, so they did not spend a great deal of time on
their own music and liturgy.

However, the same forms of

music popular in France's chapels and cathedrals did find
their way to New France by way of the well-educated
missionaries.
the colony.

For instance, fauxbourdon was performed in
The psalms were a favorite choice for

fauxbourdon. the practice of improvising ornamental
counterpoint to accompany plainchant.

1L.

One Jesuit

commented in 1645 that "psalms were chanted in fauxbourdon" at Vespers.15

A couple of years later, at a

midnight Mass, the three psalms of the Nocturne were sung
in faux-bourdon. the responses of the last accompanied
with music.16
It was also in the mid-1640s that a very significant
event took place for the history of sacred music in New
France.

An entry of December 1646 reads:
On the day of the Conception, a soldier
named de Champigny, a native of
fontainebleau, [sic] abjured his heresy
before high mass.

13Thwaites, ed., Jesuit Relations. 15:175.
u Helmut Kallmann, A History of Music in Canada 1534-1914
(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1960), 17-18.
15Thwaites, ed., Jesuit Relations. 27:117.
16Ibid. , 32:109.
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This same soldier, understanding
music and being able to sing the treble
part, we began on the
of St. Thomas
to sing in four voices.
Prior to the arrival of the penitent soldier, de
Champigny, four-part pieces were sung in unison by priests
and nuns with varying degrees of success.

There were

often enough capable singers at hand, but their knowledge
of the music and of musical notation was not satisfactory
for the complexities of polyphony.

De Champigny

apparently had both the knowledge and the necessary tenor
voice to meet the needs of part singing and thus one
congregation received a sample of the European musical
culture on a cold holiday.18
Canadian Catholic congregations were, therefore,
familiar with the latest French tastes in music.

However,

like their continental counterparts, the Jesuits and
Ursulines also continued to use modal music, such as
Gregorian chant, in their Masses.

In fact, Gregorian

chant most likely dominated the sacred music scene in
seventeenth-century New France.

Chant was traditional,

was being revived in France, and was easy to teach to the
Indians.

The new musical plainchant was occasionally

heard in New France since a manuscript of Henri Dumont's

17Ibid. , 28:249.
18Amtmann, La Musicrue Au Canada. 108-109.
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Five Roval Masses was in the colony at least by the early
eighteenth century.19
In Montreal, around 1675, one missionary wrote:

"The

psalms are taken from their [the Indians1] prayers, which
the Father has Selected, and has set to the principal
•

modes of Church music."

20

•

•

•

As late as 1720 in Illinois,

"the Nuns chanted the first Latin couplet in the ordinary
tone of the Gregorian chant, and the Illinois continued
the other couplets in their language in the same tone."21
The Gregorian tradition was also heard in the style
of Masses preferred by the Jesuits —

the cantus firmus.

Each movement in these Masses was based on an appropriate
Gregorian chant melody, and each melody served a specific
function in the services of the liturgical year.22
If the Jesuits were known for their chanting, the
nuns of New France were known for their motets.

The

Jesuits often visited the Ursulines for Mass on feast days
to enjoy the nuns* musical talents.

One Jesuit wrote

after attending an Ursuline Mass during the Feast of St.
Joseph:
The music began with the panae lingua,
immediately after which the nuns sang
a Short motet of the Blessed Sacrament;
19Ibid. , 65-66.
20

•

•

•

Thwaites, ed., Jesuit Relations. 60:283.

21Ibid. , 68:209.
22Thompson, "Jesuits and Music," 2.
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then the music began again with the
iste Confesser. immediately after which
the nuns sang a motet of the Saint....
He concluded that, "great satisfaction was
felt, and the ceremony appeared elevated and devout."23
Quebec and Montreal had greater resources and,
therefore, a more varied musical life than other
missionary outposts.

Bishop Laval, who circumscribed the

musical activity of the Ursulines, nonetheless was
interested in encouraging sacred music in general.

For

example, on a return trip from France in September 1663 he
brought an organ to Quebec.24

The next year he wrote a

letter to the Pope describing the religious life of that
city.

The original letter is in Latin, and there is some

dispute over the interpretation.25

One early version

(1906) translated a line to read, "instrumental
accompaniment in counterpoint with viols."

It is now

believed that only an organ, and not an orchestra or
viols, intermingled with the choir of Quebec cathedral.
In any case, by 1664 Catholics in Quebec celebrated High
Mass with voices and instrumental accompaniment.26

23Thwaites, ed., Jesuit Relations. 45:139,141.
Kallmann, History of Music in Canada. 19.
25Amtmann, La Musioue Au Canada. 45-46.
26

/

. .

Louis Jolliet, Decouvreur Au Mississidi et du Pavs des
Illinois premier Seigneur de l 1lie d *Anticosti. 2d ed., trans.
Ernest Gagnon (Montreal:
Librairie Beauchemin, Ltd., 1913), 161.

The letter read further:
there is here a cathedral made
of stone; it is large and splendid.
The divine service is celebrated in
it according to the ceremony of the
bishops; our priests, our seminarists,
as well as ten or twelve choir-boys, are
regularly present there. On the greater
feasts, the Mass, the Vespers, and the
late Salve are sung in music of various
hexachords and modes, and sweetly mixed
with voices wonderfully adorn this musical
harmony.27
The fact that the cathedral in Quebec used an organ
and, at least some of the time, orchestral instruments
points to a major difference between New France and New
England.

While New England certainly had instruments,

they were reserved for use in the home.

In New France,

variety of instruments were cultivated:
As early as the 1630s French and Indian
children in Quebec were taught to play
European instruments. Viols, violins,
guitars, transverse flutes, drums, fifes
and trumpets are among the instruments
named in early accounts, but it would be
wrong to conclude that all were cultivated
continuously in New France.28
For sacred music, the most common instruments used were
the "lute, the violin, the German [or transverse] flute,
the bass viol and the theorbo,

[bass lute] and in church

the serpent [an obsolete woodwind] sustained the singing

27Amtmann, La Musicrue Au Canada. 145-146.
po

t

C a n . Encyclopedia. 2:1184.
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Also, at least one person owned a spinet in the
seventeenth century.29

The Jesuits often wrote of

instrumental accompaniment as a special treat.

Thus, one

priest was disgruntled when, at Mass on December 23, 1644,
"Monsieur de la ferte sang the bass; St. Martin Played the
violin? there was also a german flute, which proved to be
out of tune when they came to the Church."30
The Canadians acquired an organ about forty years
before the Puritans.

The Jesuit Chapel in Quebec had an

organ by 1661 and Bishop Laval brought another for the
parish church in 1664.

Apparently, a cleric copied the

latter in wood for other churches.

An organ reached

Montreal by at least 1705.31
Having the organs was only one step in creating the
perfect ambience.

One religious wrote in the 1660s from

Quebec:
On the three following festivals, there was
benediction at the parish church, with
Instrumental music (tune orimum) in the
Jube [sic.] near the organ. All went well,
except that the voices and Instruments are
weak for so vast a structure.32

29Gallat-Morin and Bouchard, Temoins de la vie musicale. 11.
30Thwaites, ed., Jesuit Relations. 27:113.
31Gallat-Morin and Bouchard, Temoins de la vie musicale. 11.
32Thwaites, ed., Jesuit Relations. 48:233.
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With knowledge of music, available voices, and an
array of instruments at various times, the Catholics in
Quebec were capable of performing masses, motets,
Christmas carols, and more by the last quarter of the
seventeenth century.

The Catholics' sources were a

mixture of books and manuscripts from the mother country
and compositions written by the colonists.

Unfortunately,

most of the surviving music is anonymous? only works by
major composers were published with the artist's name.

At

least this custom allows us to see which composers' works
were being played in seventeenth-century New France.
Among the music that the religious of New France had
was organ music, motets and cantatas, liturgical music and
plain-chant, methods and theoretical works.
The Ursulines in Quebec assembled a large
collection of such music during
the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries,
both at their convent and at the hospital
run by the order of Hopitalieres, the
Hotel-Dieu.33
Elisabeth Gallat-Morin wrote:
The presence of the works of a large number
of prominent French composers indicates
that their reputation extended to New
France, just as did that of the great names
of literature.
Indeed, for organ music,
one finds the names of Nivers, Lebegue and
Marchand? for the motets and cantatas,
Campra, who seems to have been very
popular, Bernier, Michel-Antoine
33Timothy McGee, The Music of Canada (New York:
1985), 15.

Norton,
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Charpentier, J.B. Morin, Elizabeth Jacquet
de la Guerre, Delalande.
The Masses are by
Dumont and Fremont, Aux Cousteaux and
Valentin de Bournonville... .34
Some or most of the anonymous manuscripts in the
archives of Quebec's religious could have been written by
nuns and fathers in New France, but this is not known for
certain since copying compositions of the masters was
common in the days before printing in the colony.
mystery surrounds a handful of men.

Less

For instance, Marc

Lescarbot, Canada's first historian, wrote about the
musical activities at Port-Royal, the short-lived colony
in what is now Nova Scotia.

Lescarbot mentioned that Jean

Biencourt, baron de Poutrincourt, the commander of PortRoyal, composed music for divine service regularly during
1610-1612.35
Some thirty years later, a letter written by Sister
Anne de St-Claire from Quebec states that Father Rene
Menard (1605-61) "composed some motets that we sang after
the elevation."36

At about the same time, a Jesuit

missionary was busy working among the Hurons at St. Marie.
Jean de Brebeuf is credited with writing the carol "Jesous
Ahatonhia" in 1642, which is still sung in Canada today.
Music was an important means of teaching the Indians about

34Gallat-Morin and Bouchard, Temoins de la vie musicale. 11.
35Kallmann, "Historical Background," 30.
36Kallmann, History of Music in Canada. 14.
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Christianity and this carol told simply and enjoyably the
story of the Nativity.

The melody to which it is

traditionally sung is an adaptation of a French sixteenthcentury folk song, "Une jeune pucelle."37
More mystery surrounds the author of the Prose
sections and of the music for the Office of the Holy
Family.

Abbe Charles-Amador Martin (1648-1711), the

second priest born in Canada and cantor of Quebec
Cathedral, is usually credited with what is considered the
first Canadian composition.

However, debate over this

attribution has increased in recent years.38

The Office

of the Holy Family was “composed for a feast established
by Mgr de Laval and which is unique to the liturgical
usage in New France."39

The questions surrounding this

piece of plainchant, unique to New France, still remain.
It does not seem outside the realm of possibility that
Laval requested a Canadian-born priest, with recognized
musical abilities, at least to help compose or write this
work, but the evidence is circumstantial.

37Ibid., 13? and McGee, Music of Canada. 13; and Hayes,
Wilderness Mission. 73.
38Kallmann, "Historical Background," 32.
39Gallat-Morin and Bouchard, Temoins de la vie musicale. 40.
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Music. Missionaries, and Indians
According to the Jesuits' records, the Indians always
enjoyed the Catholics' music; the Jesuits, on the other
hand, had various opinions about the music of the natives.
Upon observing an Indian performance for the Europeans in
1632, the Jesuit Paul Le Jeune wrote:

"While these poor

captives were dancing and singing, there were some men of
our crew who laughed when they saw this exhibition of
barbarism."40
Tadoussac:

He later described Indian singing at

"Their singing seemed to me very disagreeable?

the cadence always ended with reiterated aspirations, "ohi
ohi oh! ah! ah! ah! hem! hem! hem! hem! etc."41
again in 1640:

He wrote

"A French voice with harmony in it excels

all their howlings."42

The lack of harmony in Huron music

perturbed the Jesuits; they also heard no regularity or
measure, few words, and only varied tones, with repetitive
wording.43
Other Jesuits had kinder words for their proselytes'
music.

One wrote in 1652, "I doubt not that they are

capable of the sciences:

they have a harmonious and

40Thwaites, ed., Jesuit Relations. 5:31.
41Ibid. , 5:27.
42Ibid. , 20:27.
43Heather Thompson, "Music at Sainte-Marie" (Midland,
Ontario: Huronia Historical Resource Centre, 1978), 2,
photocopied.
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excellent ear for music, but their music is different
from, and in some degree more martial, than ours."44
Another Jesuit heard a group of Indians sing

"in wondrous

harmony, in a manner somewhat resembling our plain
chant."45
Father Gabriel Sagard-Theodat wrote of the Hurons1
delight in listening to the Recollects:

"they delighted

in hearing us chanting hymns and psalms for their benefit,
during which, if they were present, they kept strict
silence and paid attention at least to the tones of the
voices, which pleased them greatly.46

Sagard-Theodat

explained:
It is necessary to be good-natured and show
a happy and satisfied face, to sing from
time to time, hymns and spiritual songs, as
much for one's own contentment as for the
happiness and edification of the savages,
who take a singular pleasure in hearing
sung the praises of Our Lord rather than
the profane songs,agrainst which I have seen
them show distaste.
It is not likely that Sagard-Theodat was
exaggerating when he said that the Indians preferred
sacred music over secular.

As one Jesuit noticed, the

44Thwaites, ed., Jesuit Relations. 38:263.
45Ibid. , 42:79.
46Father Gabriel Sagard, The Long Journey to the Country of
the Hurons. trans. H.H. Langton (Toronto: The Champlain Society,
1939), 173.
47Kallmann, History of Music in Canada. 11.
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Indians1 song sometimes sounded like plainchant.

Indian

incantations and liturgical chants shared a similar
syllabic style, free rhythm, and intoned inflection.

The

Indians thus better understood the sacred music more than
the "profane songs."

The priests early recognized the

Indians' penchant for music and exploited it in their
evangelical work.

/o

Music was a precious instrument for

the propagation of the faith, especially since the
Indians, chiefly the young, enjoyed the music classes of
the missionaries.49
In 1635, when the French population of Canada was
less than one hundred, Paul Le Jeune (1591-1664) began to
instruct French and Indian boys in the elements of
Gregorian chant and musical notation.50

Le Jeune had

entered the Jesuit order in France in 1613 and directed
the mission in New France from 1632 to 1639/1640.51
In 1632, shortly after his arrival, he attracted the
attention of the Indian children:
I began to call a few children
by ringing a little bell. At first I had
six, then twelve, then fifteen, then
twenty, and more.
I have them say the

/o

Amtmann, La Musiaue Au Canada. 72.
49Ibid.
50Kallmann, "Historical Background," 32.
51J.H. Kennedy, Jesuit and Savage in New France (New Haven:
Yale University Press, 1950), 39.
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Pater, the A v e . and the Credo. in their
language.52
Le Jeune was aware of the importance of ritual in
attracting and captivating an Indian audience (1635):
I use the surplice and the square cap, to
give more majesty to my appearance. At
the beginning, we chant on our knees the
Pater noster. translated into Huron verse.
Father Daniel, as its author, chants a
couplet alone, and then we all together
chant it again....53
The leader/response method Le Jeune used to teach the
Lord's Prayer is the same method the Puritans used to lead
congregations who were without psalm books, or Indian
congregations that did not read English.

If the Puritan

congregations eventually sounded chaotic, consider the
following scene that took place under Le Jeune's direction
in 1637:
It is a sweet consolation to hear them
[the Indians] sing in our chapel the
symbols of the Apostles in their own
language. Now, in order to animate them
even more, our Frenchmen sing one strophe
in our language and then the [Indian boys]
another in Huron, and then all together
sing a third verse, each one in his own
language and in nice harmony.54

52Cary F. Goulson, Seventeenth-Centurv Canada: Source
Studies (Toronto: The Macmillan of Canada Ltd., 1970), 151-2.
53Thwaites, ed., Jesuit Relations. 8:143.
54Amtmann, La Musiaue Au Quebec. 68-9.

The Ursulines adored music and were also educators in
New France.

In 1639 they began to provide both a primary

education and a finishing school for daughters of the
colonial elite, just as they had provided schools for
wealthy and poor girls in France.55

One of the nuns,

Mother Marie de St. Joseph, was a gifted singer and viol
player from Tours.56

As a fellow sister wrote:

She is mistress of our young seminarists
as a mother is to her children. After the
catechism she teaches them to sing and to
play, on the viol, the spiritual canticles;
sometimes she has them dance in the manner
of the savages.57
One Indian student, Agnes, was praised by the Mother
Superior, Marie de 1'Incarnation, in 1640:
She has made great progress amongst us in
the knowledge of the mysteries of the
faith as in good manners, and morals, in
handicraft and reading, and in playing the
viol.58
Upon her death in 1652 a Jesuit remembered Mere St.
J oseph:
As the 'merry-hearted' Mother de St-Joseph
had a beautiful voice and understood Music
well, not only did she sing and chant the
psalms, but she also led the choir, for
which office she doubtless had aptitude?

55Jaenen, Role of the Church. 104.
56McGee, Music of Canada. 14.
57Amtmann, La Musicrue Au Quebec, 86.
58Ibid. , 74.
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for she succeeded in it marvelously,
notwithstanding her lung troubles.
A layman, Martin Boutet, arrived in 1645.

Boutet

opened a boarding school for the boys of the Quebec parish
in which the Jesuits taught.

The school began with

sixteen pupils who were taught French, arithmetic, and
music.

Two of the boys in Boutet1s choir became well

known:

the explorer and organist, Louis Jolliet, and

Charles-Amador Martin, the possible composer of the Office
of the Holy Family.60
All in all, music was a key tool in the religious
instruction of the French missionaries.

They taught their

Indian converts plainchant, the scales, and how to play
European musical instruments, and translated many Masses,
hymns, and chants into native dialects.61
Like the New Englanders, the French missionaries
claimed that the Indians enjoyed the music being taught to
them.

Father Sagard wrote in 1623:
They delighted in hearing us chanting
hymns and psalms for their benefit, during
which, if they were present, they kept
strict silence and paid attention at least
to the tones of the voices, which pleased

59Thwaites, ed., Jesuit Relations. 38:149.
60Amtmann, La Musicrue Au Quebec. 106-107; and Jaenen, Role
of the Church. 98-99.
61New Catholic Encyclopedia (New York: McGraw-Hill Book
Co., 1967), "Missionaries and Music," by J. Martel.
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them greatly.62
The Indians may have liked the music because, most of it
being plainchant, they could hear a resemblance of sorts
to their own incantations.

The Indians, whose culture was

rich with rituals and rhythmic music, may have been
attracted to the sacred music of the Catholics, which was
expressive, melodic, and rhythmic.63

The priests had

early recognized the Indians* penchant for music, and
exploited it in their work.
Europeans both in New France and in New England wrote
that the Indians, when singing Puritan or Catholic tunes,
did so beautifully.

Indian women and children were

especially commended, probably because they were more
accessible to the missionaries.

One Jesuit wrote in 1647:

The women, who, as a rule, have beautiful
voices, take pleasure in sanctifying them
through the singing of some very devout
Hymns.
They assemble thus twice a day,
employing two good hours, especially in the
morning, in that holy exercise.64
Observers found the children endearing.

A Jesuit wrote in

1640:
Now as these children hear the holy Mass
every day with the Nuns, and as they hear
them sing every day during the elevation
of the blessed Sacrament, they have
remembered one of their motets so well that
they sang it finely at St. Joseph, in the
62Sagard, Long Journey to the Hurons. 173.
63Amtmann, La Musiaue Au Quebec. 72.
^Thwaites, ed., Jesuit Relations. 31:219.
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presence of their Christian relatives, when
the sacred Host was elevated at the
midnight Mass.65
The exceptional singing of the Ursuline's Indian girls was
frequently commented upon.

A Jesuit remarked about 1655:

Their voices are exceptionally beautiful,
especially those of the girls, — for whom
there have been composed, and
adapted to the airs of the Church Hymns,
some Huron Melodies, which they sing
in a charming manner.
It is a holy
consolation, savoring no whit of barbarism,
to hear the fields and woods resound so
melodiously with God's praises, in the
midst of a country that no long time ago
was called barbarous.66
This writer used the adjective "melodiously" to
describe the girls' singing.
"harmoniously,"

This adjective, as well as

occur repeatedly in descriptions of the

Indians' singing in New France.
Relations is:

A typical comment in the

"Thereupon they placed themselves on their

knees, and repeatedly said aloud their prayers, —
intermingling some Hymns, which they sang with a harmony
far from savage." 67
The Indians sang and chanted, usually in their own
language, the same songs and chants the Europeans
performed.

As one Jesuit put it, "they use the cadence

and the airs prescribed by Ecclesiastical law, and

65Ibid. , 18:159, 161.
“ ibid., 41:141.
67Ibid. , 29:237.
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practiced in the churches of Europe.”68

By the 1670s,

some Indian congregations were even singing the more
complex double-chorus compositions.

Father Louis Andre

told how, in 1670, he went to an island in Lake Huron and
No sooner had I begun to have these sung
in the Chapel, accompanied by a sweet-toned
flute...than they all came in crowds, both
adults and children; so that, to avoid con
fusion, I let only the girls enter the
Chapel, while the others remained without,
and thus we sang in two choruses, those
without respondingto those within.69
Later, in Montreal in the latter half of the 1670s, the
Indians sang through "nearly the whole" mass on Sunday
mornings, "the men on one side and the women on the other,
alternately and in two choirs."70
As in New England, the French found that their
evangelical message was best transmitted to their Indian
prospects when translated into the natives* language, and
was even more effective when music accompanied the words.
A missionary among the Illinois in the first quarter of
the eighteenth century wrote, "These Hymns are actual
instructions, which they retain more easily because the
words are set to airs which they know, and which are
pleasing to them."71

The translations of the Catholic

^Ibid., 66:151.
69Kallmann, "Historical Background," 31.
70Thwaites, Jesuit Relations. 60:279.
71Ibid., 66:243.
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liturgy into the Indian language were sometimes written on
manuscripts but seem more often to have been memorized by
the Christianized Indians.

One extant eighteenth-century

manuscript, Chants De La Messe En Plain-Chant Et En Lanaue
Indienne. contains chants from the Mass for different
periods and liturgical celebrations of the year.72
The well-educated missionaries came to New France
well grounded in the culture of their own country.

They

came to a raw "wilderness," the circumstances of which
made them modify the elaborate Masses they had known in
France.

The earliest missionaries quickly discovered that

even the simplest plainchant captured the Indians'
attention and served as a useful tool in the instruction
of prayers and catechisms.

Like the New Englanders, the

French used music for the teaching of Christianity,
capitalizing on it as a mnemonic device as well as for its
aesthetic attraction in a ceremonial Mass.
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Gallat-Monn and Bouchard, Temoins de la vie musicale. 43.

THE ROLE OF MUSIC IN CONVERSION

The writings of both French Catholics and English
Protestants attest to the extensive use of music in their
respective religious services.

The missionaries and preachers

quickly discovered how Western music could be used to first
attract the attention of Indian children and adults and then to
communicate Christian concepts.
The Catholic orders in New France and the New England
Puritans approached conversion dissimilarly.

There were even

quarrels about the best

manner of proselytization within each

faith.

came with ideas

The Franciscans

different from those of

the Jesuits; Thomas Mayhew, Jr. had different methods of
conversion than John Eliot.

Without the lure of European

material goods and sensual expressions,

including music, all the

missionaries would have

impact on the native

made less of an

American culture, and been less successful in their
proselytization.

In the end, of course, the Indians decided just

how effective either Black Robe or preacher would be.
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Regardless of faith or nationality, until the language
barrier was broken, conversion was not feasible.

While Indian

and European traders could conduct business with a minimum of
language, the religious needed to learn the Indian languages if
they were actually to teach ideas and values.

The Jesuits appear

generally to have excelled at the learning of Indian dialects.
Almost from the beginning, French missionaries mastered the
foreign language and began to teach, so "it became standard
practice for every missionary to study first the language of the
tribe to which he was assigned.”1
The Mayhews of Martha’s Vineyard and Nantucket also
conquered the language of the local Wampanoag Indians and were
successful in creating long-lasting Indian congregations.
According to Cotton Mather in his biography of John Eliot, the
first step the teacher "judged necessary" was to learn the Indian
language.

Mather wrote:

"This tedious Language our Eliot

quickly became a Master of; he employed a pregnant and witty
Indian, who also spoke English well, for his assistance in
it...."2

Eliot's instruction began in 1643; by his own account,

he still lacked fluency in 1646.3

Thus, even Eliot had to rely

on Indian interpreters for some time.

1Kennedy, Jesuit and Savage. 61.
2Cotton Mather, Life and death of the renownfd Mr. John
Eliot. 3rd ed. , (Ann Arbor: University Microfilms International,
1984, text-fiche), 90-92.
3Francis Jennings, "Goals and Functions of Puritan Missions
to the Indians," Ethnohistorv 18 (Summer 1971): 201.
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While Thomas Mayhew, Jr. , knew the language, he did not
begin on Martha's Vineyard with public preaching, as Eliot did.
Mayhew "first made a slow, individual, personal appeal."
first convert was Hiacoomes.

His

Only after Mayhew had converted

selected Indians did he begin holding public services. Hiacoomes
practiced the same patience.

By the time Thomas, Jr., was lost

at sea in 1657, he had "many hundred men and women" in the
church.4

Francis Jennings firmly believes that the Mayhews, and

Richard Bourne of Plymouth, made more converts and founded more
churches than Eliot.5
The Puritans were very much aware of the Catholic
presence just to the north and west of them.

At least for Eliot,

the competition provided by Catholic missionaries encouraged his
own decision to convert Indians.

Mather wrote:

And the remarkable Zeal of the Romish
Missionaries compassing Sea and Land that
they might make Proselytes, made his devout
Soul think of it with a further disdain,
that we should come any whit behind in
our care to Evangelize the Indians, whome
we dwelt among.6
Mather also noted that their neighbors were at quite an

4R. Pierce Beaver, "Methods in American Missions to the
Indians in the Seventeenth and Eighteenth Centuries:
Calvinist
Models for Protestant Foreign Missions," Journal of Presbyterian
History 47 (June 1969): 127.
5Jennings,

"Goals and Functions of Puritan Missions," 199.

father, Life and death of John Eliot. 81.
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advantage:
It is to be confessed, That the Roman
Catholicks have a Clergy so very numerous.
and so little encumbred. and are Masters of
such prodigious Ecclesiastical Revenues. as
renders it very easie for them to exceed
the Protestants in their endeavours to
Christianize the Pagan Salvages.
Nor would
I reproach, but rather applaud their
industry in this matter, wishing that we
were all touched with an Emulation of it.7
The Catholics did have more missionaries and more
readily available funds, and they were not encumbered with
family or community as the Protestant ministers.

In

addition, the Catholics had ceremonies, symbols, and
material objects that coincided with the Indians'
appreciation for ritual and display.

The Protestants

rejected an elaborate liturgy and emphasized simple
services that consisted of hearing the word preached.

As

James Ronda has written, "their distrust of communal
ceremonies and of ritual healing rites further served to
seal off Puritan evangelists from the very center of the
Indian mental world."8

Congregational psalm-singing was

one of the few Puritan activities that inherently appealed
to the praying Indians.

7Ibid., 134.
8James P. Ronda and James Axtell, Indian Missions;
A
Critical Bibliography (Bloomington:
Indiana University Press,
1978), 8; and James P. Ronda, "The Bible and Early American
Indian Missions," in The Bible and Social Reform, ed. Ernest R.
Sandeen (Philadelphia:
Fortress Press, 1982), 13.
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Eliot took care not to adapt Indian ways into his
churches.

Mather wrote:
Eliot was far from the Opinion of those who
have thought it not only warrantable, but
also commendable to Adopt Some Heathenish
Usages into the Worship of God, for the
more easie and speedy gaining of the
Heathen to that Worship.
He would not gratifie them with a
Samaritan sort of blended, mixed
Worship....1,9

One of Mather's last comments in his biography of Eliot
stated the premise with which Eliot and others approached
proselytization:

"first the civilizing, and then the

Christianizing of the Barbarians in their Neighborhood."10
The Puritans identified external Christian behavior with
English civilization.

The standard to which the Indian

converts were to conform was the Puritan man in the New
England church.

Roger Williams had some appreciation for

aspects of Indian culture and was opposed to
"Christianizing" the Indians into the state church of
Massachusetts, but he made no Indian converts and formed
no churches.11
The Jesuits, on the other hand, worked to take the
place of the native medicine men and temporarily allowed
traditional elements to carry over in the religious

9Mather, Life and death of John Eliot. 132-133.
10Ibid. , 162.
11Beaver, "Methods in American Missions," 126-127.
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services until the Christian truths surpassed the heathen
ideas-12

Howard Harrod, in his analysis of missions among

the Blackfeet, wrote:
It is probably true that the Black Robes
and their religion, with its rich symbolism
and intricate liturgical expressions,
seemed closer to Blackfoot religion than
did the faith of the Short Coats..-they
readily identified the Black Robe with the
medicine man.
It must have been easy for
Indians to see the cross, the saints, and
the prayers of the Black Robe as at least
similar to the charms and bundles, the
spirits and prayers of their traditional
religion.
It was perhaps less difficult
for Blackfeet to harmonize the Catholic
expression of Christianity with their past
than to be converted to a Protestantism
that was limited in liturgy and symbolism,
though rich in passion.13
The Jesuits found themselves pitted against the
Franciscans over methods of conversion.

Father Joseph

Lafitau, a Jesuit missionary, sought in the legends and
customs of the Indians for their apprehensions of God as a
means by which he might make connections to the Christian
faith.

”The Franciscans, the first missionaries in the

St. Lawrence Valley, were inclined to view the Indians as

12James Axtell, The Invasion Within: The Contest of Cultures
in Colonial North America (New York:
Oxford University Press,
1985), 118.
13Howard L. Harrod, Mission Among the Blackfeet (Norman:
University of Oklahoma Press, 1971), 188.
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incapable of Christianity until they were first civilized
through contact with Europeans.1,14
The degree to which the Indians were civilized or
Christianized by either Roman Catholics or Protestants is
debatable.

In the words of one contemporary, the

Recollect Father Christian Le Clercq:
These poor blind creatures hear as songs
what we say of our mysteries; they take
only what is material and meets the senses;
they have their natural vices and unmeaning
superstitions, savage, brutal, and
barbarous manners and customs; they
would willingly be baptized ten times a day
for a glass of brandy and a pipe of
tobacco; they offer us their children and
wish them baptized, but all this without
the least sentiment of religion; even
those who have been instructed a whole
winter show no more discernment of the
Faith.15
The Jesuits found that, by about 1673, they had increasing
difficulty in keeping Indian boys in school —

most ran

away.
The rigidity of learning experience, the
new concepts of time and order, the
punishments for misdemeanors, the
loneliness of boarding-school life, the
competitiveness and advantages of the
French boys, and the irrelevance of the
curriculum were factors which militated

14Walsh, Church in the French E r a . 50.
15Christian Le Clercq, First Establishment of the Faith in
New France, trans. John Gilmary Shea, vols. I and II (New York:
John G. Shea, 1881; reprint, New York: AMS Press, 1973), 141142.

against the success of the Jesuit
educational program.16
The Ursulines had identical problems with their Indian
girls.17
Marie de 1'Incarnation expressed the growing lack of
hope among the French Canadians in a letter to her son:
after so much useless effort, and so many
experiences of the perfidy of those
infidels, Monseigneur [Laval] changed his
views, and he fell into accord with all the
wise persons of the country, either that we
have them exterminated, if it can be done,
or that all Christians and the Christianity
of Canada perish.18

On the other hand, missionaries did bring about
successful conversions, and there were Indians who became
preachers, hymn writers, and lay readers.
Indian students excelled.

Some of the

An Indian girl schooled by the

Ursulines fascinated a visiting Iroquois woman in about
1655 as she "read before them in Latin, in French, and in
Huron; and she sang Hymns in those three Languages.1,19
To teach Indians Christianity, the Puritans relied
heavily on the spoken Word and the use of question and
answer sessions.

The Catholics used everything at their

16Jaenen, Role of the Church. 26.
17Ibid. , 105.
18Ibid. , 31.
19Thwaites, ed., Jesuit Relations. 41:229.
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disposal, especially music.

The Jesuits commented on how

music aided them in their proselytizing, often
unintentionally.

Around 1654, one priest wrote:

Iroquois women are delighted with the songs
that they hear in the Huron tongue.
They
learn them with as much devotion as they
take pleasure in them, — especially the
songs on the Pater.and on the commandments
of God.... When these songs pass from the
ear to the heart, it is a stroke of
salvation and a sign that God wills to
become the Master whereof.m20
Another priest wrote, twenty years later, of how
Indian

children would sing hymns in Huron, "wherever they

happen

to

be.”

The result was:

that in a short time they learn with
pleasure the mysteries of our faith, and
all Their Prayers, which They are made to
Sing to various airs, Changing The Words
and The Music as is done in The Church, on
the return of the yearly festivals.21
The hymns, in a sense, served as a mnemonic device, as one
priest indicated when he wrote from Illinois in the early
eighteenth century, "These Hymns are actual instructions,
which [the Indians] retain more easily because the words
are set to airs which they know, and which are pleasing to
them.”
Whether attempting to civilize or Christianize,
Catholic and Protestant missionaries on either side of the

20Ibid. , 41:221-222.
21Ibid. , 57:61, 63.
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border in the New World introduced a new belief system to
the native cultures.

Both the melodic music of the

Catholics and the simple psalm-singing of the Puritans
served to spread the word, and, brought to many Indians
the same joys that it so often brought to its European
performers and listeners.

Conclusion
The music of the English and the French traveled
across the seas to the New World, where conditions and
values modified it.
own psalmbook.

The New England Puritans wrote their

The French Canadians learned to appreciate

their music without full orchestral accompaniment or even
organ accompaniment.

Unaccompanied psalms of New England

and the Baroque French music intrigued and captivated a
native audience which lacked the variety of instruments
and mathematical compositions of the white men.

It did

not take long for the English and French to recognize the
appeal their music had with the Indians.

They found it

useful for the conversion process, particularly with
children and, in the beginning, with adults.
concepts had to be relayed through speech —

More complex
sermons and

catechisms.
With music, the new settlers were only minimally
successful in converting the Indians to Christianity.
Without it, they may not have made as much progress as
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they did.

In the end, the decision to accept Christianity

and "civilization" rested with the Indians themselves.
Perhaps the chief sachem of the Onondagas spoke for
many Indians when, in 1701, he said to both French and
English parties present at a council in his own country:
You both tell us to be Christians.
You
both make us mad. We know not what side to
choose.
But I will speak no more of
praying or Christianity? and take the belts
down and keep them? because you are both
too dear with your goods.
I would have
accepted of his belt who sold the cheapest
pennyworth.22

22Thomas Hughes, History of the Society of Jesus in North
America. Colonial and Federal (London: Green, and Co., 1917),
295.
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